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Ringer on Facebook. Cyriadu Facebookiin, niin saat yhteyden quithayon ringer. You read Kevin O'Connor's Big Tip, showing the 2020 NBA draft prospects he believes is the real deal. These rankings are O'Connor's personal top 50, and include factors such as physical traits, higher production, and skills
that seem to be translatable to the next level. The big board will be updated to reflect all the twists and turns of the project process. There is no consensus to top pick in the 2020 NBA draft. In fact, there is not much consensus about anything. Talk to one of the league leaders about LaMelo Ball and they
will tell you that he is the league's next great point guard. Talk to someone else and they will question why the team ball is listed as a top-10 prospect. The same goes for top-down players in this class. This will be one of the most unpredictable projects in recent years, making it particularly fun and difficult
to make any predictions. With the 2019-20 NBA season officially over, here's Kevin O'Connor's latest draft layout based on the intel he hears for the player's draft range, and a selection based on the team's needs and philosophy. 01 Array Minnesota Timberwolves leaders around the NBA say the
Timberwolves prefer to trade down or out of that selection to bring in a win-now player to help Karl-Anthony Towns and D'Angelo Russell. If they stay at No.1, Edwards brings a scoring set of skills that will fit nicely into the backcourt next to Russell. READ MORE Read our full scouting report 02 Array
Golden State Warriors Warriors are likely to target the wing in the draft, according to league sources. Avdia makes sense as a target because of his versatility, playmaking and high-level basketball intelligence, all qualities that helped Golden State reach five straight NBA Finals. Many league leaders
expect Avdija to enter the mainstream conversation as the top three pick as the draft approaches; In a class full of uncertainties, Avdija really only needs to improve his jumper to make a long-standing effect. MORE LESS Read our full intelligence report 03 Array Charlotte Hornets Designing Ball will give
the Hornets identity and direction how up-to-tempo the team is suited to playing modern brand basketball. The ball brings risk, as mentioned in scouting notes, but it's hard not to fall in love with it upside down as a master of the game. READ MORE Read our full scouting report 04 Array Chicago Bulls
Hayes is my top-ranked prospect and gets a lot of interest in the middle of the lottery. He's a dynamic shot maker who also brings the defensive mentality that the Bulls need. Chicago has a lot of guards, but does the new Bulls front-office head Arturas Karnisovas want to build around any of them?
Designing Hayes will mean more changes on the horizon. Learn more Read our full intelligence report 05 Array Cleveland Cavaliers Having a few starting caliber bigs won't stop stopping From developing a player with a two-way up Wiseman: They still need to look long term, and Wiseman's best talents
as a rim runner can be unleashed alongside backcourt Colleen Sexton and Darius Garland. MORE LESS Read our full intelligence report 06 Array Atlanta Hawks Okoro is one of the best quarterbacks in the draft class and will immediately help stabilize Atlanta's defense. He's a smart passer, too; if his
jumper develops, he will be a winning player for years to come. MORE LESS 07 Array Detroit Pistons Biggs still matter in the league today, as proven lakers and Heat making the finals with All-Stars Anthony Davis and Bam Adebayo in the middle. Okongwu has traits similar to Bam with versatile defense
and passing talent. MORE LESS 08 Array New York Knicks The Knicks may go a lot of directions with this pick, but there was some noise that they would target the shot maker. Haliburton makes logical sense since he is such a savvy player and could play alongside any New York veteran might as well
gain, such as Chris Paul. MORE LESS 09 Array Washington Wizards is a critical choice for the Wizards, since John Wall and Bradley Beal take so many caps and so few years left on their contracts. Toppin would be an immediate pick-and-roll lob threat for both, plus he can space the floor from three.
MORE LESS 10 Array Phoenix Suns You can never have enough wings, and the Suns can find value in Vassell as another switch defender. I have Vassell ranked in my top five and see an unused scoring up in his game, too. MORE LESS Lottery Show with Bill Simmons, Ryen Russillo, Kevin O'Connor,
and Raja Bell Presented now playing: Lottery Show with Bill Simmons, Ryen Russillo, Kevin O'Connor, and Raja Bell 11 Array San Antonio Spurs Williams is increasingly getting hype as the mid-end lottery selection due to its rare combination of size and scoring. Spurs could use the piece to develop and
possibly build around in the coming years; Williams has the type of traits that make the prospect worth gambling. MORE LESS 12 Array Sacramento Kings New Kings general manager Monte McNair spent years in Houston helping build a system led by two leading guards. Can he try to replicate it in
Sacramento? With De'Aaron Fox in place, a prospect like Hampton might make sense. It's raw but brings size and long-term scoring up. MORE LESS 13 Array New Orleans Pelicans Smith is perfect for the Pelicans next to Sion Williamson as a big one who can shoot 3s or play inside. Although he needs
to improve his fundamentals and his fluidity, he plays very hard. MORE LESS 14 Array Boston Celtics struggled to stop Adebayo in the East final; universal big as Achiuwa could be what need in these future battles. He also had a vigorous brow threat that could run a rush and roll with anyone from
Boston to Boston Creators. MORE LESS 15 Array Orlando Magic Terry rose to 6-foot-2 barefoot and added 14 pounds to reach 174, and its shares rose accordingly. Multiple league sources say Terry gets interest midway through the first round. He's been ranked in my top 10 for a few months because of
his shotmaking ability packed with feeling for passing and grit for the defense. MORE LESS 16 Array Portland Trail Blazers Bey may end up going higher; Not only does he have a floor like a 3-and-D-style wing, but it delivers up like a scorer from a dribble. The Blazers can use a guy like Bey for a future
playoff series against the Lakers or the Clippers. MORE LESS 17 Array Minnesota Timberwolves Timberwolves need guns around their stars, and Nesmith is arguably the best shooter in the class. MORE LESS 18 Array Dallas Mavericks Dallas need to find a wing so he doesn't get stuck with Seth Curry



defending Kawhi Leonard in the playoffs again. Green has a wide draft range, with some teams rating him as a mid-second-round pick, but he's seen highly by others and matches what the Mavs need on paper. MORE LESS 19 Array Brooklyn Nets Bane can contribute immediately to Brooklyn's
championship hopes as an shooter, extra playmaker and tough quarterback. MORE LESS 20 Array Miami Heat's Goran Dragic injury was devastating for the Heat in the finals, and he turns 35 next season, so it's time to look for a future piece. Lewis brings similar qualities as a fast shot maker who can
play with or without the ball. MORE LESS ace pick-and-roll playmaker who can also score at a high level is the ticket to a fruitful offense in the NBA. Unfortunately, it doesn't look like the type of player available in the 2020 NBA draft. You can be optimistic by looking at this class and predicting that Killian
Hayes could grow into this. A lot of people do that. You may get intoxicated by LaMelo Ball's immense talent, but his brash offense (shooting in particular) can be so erratic that it makes you wonder whether he can be more than an extra option on a good team. Let's be careful not to simplify the places
where playmaking can come from, however. Without game-change available, teams are likely to target strong decision makers who can bolster their secondary pick-and-roll sequences and spot games. Players who can stretch the defense, break it, and make the right plays. Tyrese Haliburton is one of the
best examples. The league should pray that he stays away from the Warriors. I pray otherwise. The Iowa State guard will be an incredibly fit in golden State's scheme because of the extra push and intelligence he can bring to their healing offense, whether it's the primary initiator or not. In some ways it
seems to Shaun Livingston It is possible that teams may struggle to find the starting level of play playback who can also carry their weight as shooters and defenders. Nico Mannion did a solid job balancing his own offense with a spread for Arizona's young roster this season. He posted one of the best
assist in using marks (1,286) among the guards considered in the first round. While his defence remains an issue, his pedigree and personality give confidence that he will find a place to contribute. There are trade-offs among the wings. Isaac Okoro can be an elite defender, and his playmaking will make
him an asset if he ever gets consistency as a shooter from deep. Denis Avdija and Leandro Bolmaro both have ease with the ball and size function as secondary playmakers, but again-shooting. Desmond Bain has moments when he looks special to Daryl Morey, but will his athleticism translate into the
NBA? Sure, a thing or a semi-confident thing doesn't really exist this year, but depending on what you're willing to be sure, value can be found. 21 Array Philadelphia 76ers Anthony is a polarizing prospect, but he certainly brings the type of perimeter-creating skills that the Sixers desperately need to
maximize the abilities of Joel Embiid and Ben Simmons. MORE LESS 22 Array Denver Nuggets The Nuggets have never been shy about taking risks, and no prospect is a bigger gamble than Pokuszewski, with his combination of size and passing skills similar to security. If Pokuszewski had been
involved, the frontcourt with him and Nikola Djokovic would have been problematic for the opponent's defense. MORE LESS 23 Array Utah Jazz The Jazz should be thinking about life after Mike Conley, and Maxi can fit even if his project shares all over the place. Teams that love him see a gritty
quarterback who is not thrilled with the offense because John Calipari's Kentucky system suppresses the individual talents of his players. Teams that hate him see an undersized 2-guard with a wobbly jumper. MORE LESS 24 Array Milwaukee Bucks Flynn shares are on the rise; Teams see a player who
can contribute immediately, like a playmaking guard who hits a spot-up 3s and plays tough defense. MORE LESS 25 Array Oklahoma City Thunder Any team that projects McDaniels should be patient. The Thunder can afford it, as they're going to get into recovery. MORE LESS 26 Array Boston Celtics
With so many draft picks and so few roster spots, the Celtics may need a draft and stash at least one of their options. Bolmaro is a strong candidate to do so, and the 6-foot-7 could someday turn into a giant-sized playmaker for Boston. MORE LESS 27 Array New York Knicks The Knicks must look for
reliable players with high basketball I'm all throughout Bey brings those qualities at both ends of the floor. MORE LESS 28 Array Los Angeles Lakers Woodard has the qualities needed to thrive even as a rookie with the Lakers; It makes quick decisions as a passer and has the versatility to protect the
defense Position. He will have to prove his shooting ability in pre-draft workouts, but he hit more than 40 percent of his 3s last season, an encouraging sign for his future. MORE LESS 29 Array Toronto Raptors Kyle Lowry is getting older and Fred VanVleet is a free agent. Whether it's sooner or later, the
Raptors have to find another guard to develop. Maledon is a good investment. MORE LESS 30 Array Boston Celtics Tillie brings risk because of his extensive injury history, but it's hard not to fall in love with what he might be if he stays healthy as a switched big man who can make 3s or pass. He could
be stealing the draft if his injuries disappear. MORE LESS From 1977 to 2016, a team with a top-five pick in the draft traded down only 13 times. Such deals used to be an anomaly, but they have occurred in three straight projects since then - with Markelle Fultz for Jason Tatum in 2017, Luke Doncic for
Trae Young in 2018 and De'Andre Hunter for the first few in 2019. Are trading falls becoming a trend? The 2020 project is ripe to keep the streak alive. Class 2020 lacks the type of top-tier prospects we've been spoiled for in recent years like Luke or Sion. Probable top three picks (LaMelo Ball, Anthony
Edwards, and James Wiseman) have obvious prospects, but they are complicated by serious flaws. Wiseman may go higher than No.1, but he ranks seventh on my board and some team leaders rank him even lower because of the struggle in making quick decisions. My top-ranked prospect, Cillian
Hayes, didn't even crack the top 10 on some big boards, while some executives say he's the most underrated player of the draft because of his ability to play. There is no such thing as consensus ranking when fit and opportunities play such a central role in the success or failure of each player, but this
year's draft class is a particularly difficult project. Prospects like Hayes can come to define this project. While the class may be light on the stars, it's steals. A deep crop of potential high-end role-playing players with basic skills (like Devin Vassell, the ready-made 3-and-D wing from Florida State, or Tyrell
Terry, a 3-point sniper from Stanford) lurk outside the top five. Many of them can naturally exceed expectations for their draft slot, and they don't necessarily have to be taken early. If the team with the best choice has an assessment of those players who are similar to mine, they could just choose that
player high and not sweat the details. But it would be better to move down and add other assets from the team wanting to move up if someone is willing to bite. Thanks to the NBA rookie-scale contract structure, the No.1 pick will earn $12 million a year over the next four seasons. Best picks Richer than
ever, but the league's salary cap could fall next season due to the loss of revenue caused by the pandemic. If If Wiseman's first pick is a lot to spend when many starting centers on playoff teams earn less than $12 million, and many centers that earn more are considered commitments in the postseason.
If the center is bona fide stars like Joel Embiid or Nicola Jokic, the team is best served by finding bargains and spending elsewhere. With such a premium being put on 3-point shooting in the modern game, is gambling a top-three pick on LaMelo or Edwards when better shooters with higher floors (and
perhaps higher ceilings) like Terry and Tyrese Haliburton can be found later for less money and risk? Teams will ask themselves these difficult questions in the period before the draft when this happens. While the 2020 draft dims on star power, the stars aren't the only piece of championship puzzles, and
this year's best pieces may be lurking in plain sight. 31 MORE LESS 32 MORE LESS 33 MORE LESS 34 MORE LESS 35 MORE LESS 36 MORE LESS 37 MORE LESS 38 MORE LESS 39 MORE LESS 40 MORE LESS One way to find sleepers in any project is to look for prospects with the right NBA
tools that are stuck in small roles in college. No one gets excited about an NCAA player averaging 10 points per game. But it can say more about how it was used than its ability. Devin Booker is the most famous recent example. He went from a shooting specialist coming off the bench for Kentucky at the
All-Star in the NBA. There are many other similar success stories in recent years. LaVine was a reserve in his one-season season at UCLA. Kelly Oubre Jr. is averaging 9.3 points per game at Kansas.Two prospects in the 2020 draft fit that mold: Josh Green (Arizona) and Cassius Stanley (Duke). They
both have a combination of size, speed and shooting ability that every NBA team needs on the wing. Both are elite high school graduates who served additional roles during their lonely college seasons. Green played with a pair of potential first-round picks at point guard Nico Mannion and center zik Nnaji.
Stanley did the same thing to Tre Jones and Vernon Carey Jr., if you had caught them the wrong night, you might have barely noticed them. Most of the time they spent on the attack, waiting for a chance to shoot. But they both have the potential to be much bigger. 41 MORE LESS 42 LESS 43 LESS 44
LESS 45 LESS 46 LESS 46 LESS 47 LESS 48 LESS 49 LESS 49 LESS 50 LESS LESS
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